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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
The undecidability of the ambiguity problem for Chomsky's context-free grammars 
is well known [1, 3]. Of course this does not mean that it is impossible to devise 
methods which may be useful to decide, at least for some languages, whether or not 
they are structurally ambiguous (s.a.). Some methods of this kind have been recently 
investigated by Fabian [2], for slightly more general languages. 
In paper [2] it has been proved that if a set se of non-terminal symbols is isolable 
(as to the definition of a language, structural unambiguity, isolable set and so on, 
see paper [2]), in a language S£, then 5£ is structurally unambiguous (s.u.) if and only 
if so is S£Q, where the language S£ç^ is constructed from S£ as follows: in the meta-
texts of ^ (i.e. in such texts by which non-terminal symbols may be replaced) the 
symbols from se are replaced by new terminal symbols in such a way that different 
symbols from se are replaced by different terminal symbols. 
A concept of weakly isolable set is introduced in Section 5. If a set ^ is weakly 
isolable in the language J^, then ^ is s.u. if and only if so is the language ^^ which 
is constructed similarly as the language =^o but with the difference that two symbols 
^ 1 , A2 from se are replaced by the same terminal symbol if and only if there is a text 
derivable from both A^ and ^2 . 
If a set se is isolable (weakly isolable), then in order to investigate the structural 
unambiguity of c^, it is sufficient to investigate the structural unambiguity of the 
language S£ç^ («^i), which is simpler than S£, 
In this paper some sufficient conditions for a set se to be isolable or weakly isolable, 
respectively, are given. 
As to sufficient conditions for the existence of isolable set they are similar to 
those given in paper [2] but a little different approach makes it possible to obtain 
simpler and more useful conditions. 
The results obtained in this paper have proved to be very useful in the investigation 
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of structural unambiguity of a language (see paper [5]), which is a slight modifica-
tion of ALGOL 60. 
The present paper uses notations and definitions of [2]. The reader should be 
familiar with sections 1 to 9. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper we shall consider only non-cyclic languages S£ (i.e. languages in 
which t ~» ^ for no text t), such that éS£ and {a; A e dif, a e S£A — Ü^^} are finite 
sets. Denote ^^ the class of such languages. 
2.1. Notations. In this paper we shall use the symbol £^ only for denoting a lan-
guage from ^^, IÏ g e g^, then by S^g (S^g) we shall denote the set of all structures 
[a, T] (such that a Ф [ö^l]^)) of g in J^. Moreover, by Qg we shall denote the set 
{gj^; [a, т] e Sg, i e da, [ai] -> if, g^ = [ai, t i ]}. The set of all s.u. (s.a.) grammatical 
elements of a language J^ will be denoted by g^^ (Sa^)-
Directly from Definition 9-7, [2] it follows: 
2.2. Theorem, Anon-empty subset se с d ^ is isolable if and only if a reducing 
transformation Q exists such that g^l Ф s^ if Qg = g and g^ e Qg. 
In the next section we shall use the following lemmas and theorems, the proof of 
which is given in paper [4]. 
2.3. Lemma. If g e gif , then 
lig = max {Ясг; a is a l^glj-derivation of gl} 
is a finite number. 
2.4. Lemma. Let A e d^, [Л] -^ t^ -^ 2̂? т: be a t^-decomposition of t2, i e dtj., 
[^jf] -> T/. Then ß[t^i, Tï] < /г[Л, ^2] • 
2.5. Theorem. {Structural induction). Let M cz gif, let 
(1) деМ if Qg ŒM. 
Then M = gSe. 
2.6. Theorem. Let M с g ^ and f^, / 1 , v be transformations defined on N ZD M 
Let fog e d6r2, /^^ G d^2, fog S fiQ for every g e M and let one of the following 
conditions be satisfied for every [a, т] e Sg, x = tx, xi ^ foQ < x[i + 1): 
(1) fog = xi, f^g = x(i + 1) - l , [a/] ^ [vg] -> тг , 
(2) [gl] Ф a , [ai. т/] e M , vg = v[cci, xi] , /,6^ = /^[af, if] + xi - 1 , s = 0, L 
^) Note that ^ is a sequence, lg = 2 and therefore if ^ = [A, t] then ^1 = ^ and gl = î . 
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Further let 
(3) vg = gl if[gl]=>g2, деМ. 
Let us define the transformations V, R and Q as follows: if g eg^ — M, then 
Vg = gl, Rg = ôpg2, gg = g; if g = [A, t] e M, then we put gg = [A, Vg] where 
(4) Vg = /^i'/°^-^> X [vg] x t^^'^"-''"'^ . 
(5) Rg = â/t^''^^'-"^ X [t(^o0,f.^^j ^ ^р(/(/^^+ьяо) . 
Then Q is a (syreducing transformation, 
3. RECOGNIZABLE SETS. 
This section contains definitions and lemmas needed in Section 4 and Section 5 
Definition 3.1 and 3.2 is a modification of Definition 10.3, [2] and 10*5, [2], respect­
ively. (In our definitions the set ft contains always at most one element.) This modi­
fication has proved to be very useful. Lemma 3.5 is a generalization of Lemma 
10.7, [2]. 
3.1. Definition. A subset j?/ с d ^ is said to be recognizable (/-recognizable) if 
a function / exists such that d/ с gif, 1 ^ / [ Л , t] S ^t for each [A, t] e d/ and the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) if Л e j / , [A] -> t, then [A, t] e d/; if [A] => t, [A, t] e d / then A es/, 
(2) If 
(2a) [A, t] e d/, [a, T] e S[A, t], x = ZT, xj ^ f[A, t] < x{j + l) , 
then 
(2b) [aj] = Tj implies: / [ Л , a] = j and [ajo, tjo] e d/ for no jo e da, 
(2c) [aj] -> TJ implies / [ a / , TJ] = flA,t] - xj + 1, 
(3) If geg^ and Qg л d / Ф Л, then g e d/. 
3.2. Definition. Let s/ be an /-recognizable subset of dif. We shall say that the 
functions /o and /^ indicate the beginning and the end for / if d/o = d/ = d/^, 
1 ^ /oof ^fg S fi9 й ^9^ for each g e df and the following conditions are satis­
fied: 
(1) if {A] =^ t, then fo[A, t] = 1, f,[A, t] = Xt. 
(2) If 
(2a) [Л] -> ,̂ [a, T] e 5[Л, f], x = ZT, XJ ^ / [ Л , ^] < x{j + l) 
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then 
(2b) [aj] = Tj implies/,[Л, t] = ij^^^^,-, ^ ^^ 
(2c) [aj] -. rj implies /.[A, t] =. j^^^j^ ^.^ ^ ^ . _ ^̂  ̂ ^^ ^ ^ 0, 1. 
3.3. Definition. A subset ^ cz d i ? is said to be strongly recognizable (or {U f, h)-
recogmzable) if functions U f a„d f, exist such that s/ is /-recognizable and the 
functions/o a n d / i mdicate the beginning and the end for / . 
3.4. Lemma. Let sH be an (Д, / , f^).recognizable subset of d ^ . If g = [Л, г] e 
eg^,fg = i./saf = «s/or s = 0, 1, then anA^es^ exists such that 
(1) [Л] ^ i^i-'o-i) X [Ло] X f('' + i.^t) ^ , 
and 
(2) [ Л ] ^ Г<-̂ >̂. 
Proof. Denote M the set of all grammatical elements for which Lemma holds. 
Let g = [A, t] and Qg c= M. Obviously g EM if g фа/. Now suppose that g e d/. 
If Qg = Л, then [Л] => r and, by (3.1.1) and (3.2.1), [A, t] e M. Let Qg Ф Л. Then 
an [a, T] e S^g exists. Put x = iz and let j be such that xj й i < x{j + l)- If M = 
= Tj, then, by (3.1.2b) and (3.2.2b), conditions (l) and (2) hold with AQ = A, ц = 1, 
z\ = Àt and hence [Л, r] G M. If [aj] -> rj , then [a/, t j] e M and from (3.1.2c) and 
(3.2.2c) it follows g e M again. Application of Theorem 2.5 yields that M = gif 
3.5. Lemma. Let se he an /-recognizable subset o/AS£. Put M — {a/; i = /[^4, a ] , 
[У4] => a}, ^i = ^ d ^ _ ^ and, /or each qe ^, ^q = {oc; [^] =^ a, i = / [ ^ , a ] , 
ai == q}, sé^ = {A; [Л] =^ a e J^J, Б^ = {w; Л G ^З/, [Л] => а, / [ Л , а] = ; , ocj = q, 
J^i: а̂ '̂̂ '̂  ^ w}, £^ = {м; Л G j / , [Л] =^ а, / [ У 1 , а] = j , aj = q, 5£^\ а̂ '̂'̂ >̂ ^ wj. 
het Ш с: а^^ and let the /ollowing conditions be satisfied /or every qEM\ 
(1) i/ Ml, W2 ^ ^^ ^̂ '̂ ^̂  M2 = ^1 X ?̂ ^ + ^ ' ^^^^ ^1 ^ *'^®* ^ 4 ' 
(2) i/ Wi, ^2 e ^q (^^d U2 = t X u^, t ^ A, then tkt ф Idel s^^. 
Then se is strongly recognizable. 
Proof. Let us state two assumptions: 
(3a) g = [A, t] e d/, /g = i, q = ti ; 
(3b) condition (3a) holds, [a, т] e S^[^, ^], x = IT, xj g i < x(j + l) , 
p = xj - 1. 
First we shall prove the assertion: 
(4) if (3a) holds, then qe^. 
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If Qg = Л, then (4) follows from (3.1.1). Now suppose that Qg ф Ä and that (4) 
holds for all g^e Qg. Then (3b) holds with suitably chosen x, j , p. If [ajl = у 
{^\ [aj] -> Tj), then from (3.1.2b) ((3.1.2c)) it follows that (4) holds for our q, too. 
According to Theorem 2.5 the assertion (4) is proved for all g e g«^. 
Further let g = \A, t\ e dl/ and jg = i. Define fç^g (^/^д) as the largest (smallest) 
integer for which fog g i [f^g ^ i) and either fog = 1 {f^g = At) or there is satis­
fied condition (5), ((6)), where 
(5) r̂ «̂̂ '̂ > G Б,, </o6f - 1) e Idel ^^. 
(6) r̂ '̂̂ ^̂> e £,, </iôf + 1) e rdel jaf,. 
As the next step we shall prove: 
(7) if ^: [A] -^t,g = [A, t] ф d/, then Ĵ f f. [A] -> t. 
By (3.1.1), the assertion (7) is satisfied if Qg = A. Now suppose that Qg^ A and 
that (7) holds for all Ö̂ I e Qg. Then an [a, т] e S^g exists. If i e da and if: [аг] -> ri, 
then (3.1.3) implies [ai, xi] ^ d/ and hence, by inductive assumption, J^^: [af] -> тг. 
Moreover, according to (3.1.1) we have [Л, a jegj^i and hence [Л, rjegc^i. 
Application of Theorem 2.5 yields that (7) holds for all g e g^. Now we shall prove 
the following four properties: 
(8a) if (3a) holds and fog = 1 then there is a /? such that 
(8b) if (3a) holds and fig = Àt then there is a ^ such that 
(9) if (3b) holds and [aj] = TJ, then/o^ = IJ^g = Яг; 
(10) if (3b) holds and [aj] ф TJ, then xj ^ /oö̂  ^ /igf < x(j + 1). 
In proving (8a) to (lO) we shall use structural induction. It Qg = A then (9) and (10) 
are satisfied trivially and, by (3.1.1) and (3.2.1), (8a) and (8b) hold with ß = [A]. 
Further suppose that Qg =¥ A and that (8a) to (lO) hold for all ^i e Qg. If (3a) holds 
then there exists an [a, т] e S^g and (3b) holds with suitably chosen x, j , p. Hence 
in proving (8a) and (8b) we may assume that not only (3a) but also (3b) holds. 
First let [aj] Ф xj. (9) holds trivially and (3.1.2c) implies /[a/, т/] = f ~ p. If 
/o[a/, Tj] > 1 then directly from the definition of/o we conclude/oö^ > xj and hence 
(8a) and the first inequality in (10) hold. Let/o[aj, tj] = 1. Since [aj, ij] e Qg, there 
exists by inductive assumption, a ßo such that ^ : [aj] = ^o = TJ, jß l̂ e j / ^ , 
^(i,t-p) Ç j5̂  If xj = 1 then (8a) is satisfied with ß = ßo x Пт '̂"" '̂̂ '̂  and the first 
inequality in (10) holds. Let xj > 1. Since ^QI ^ ^g, we have t{xj - l) e Idel j ^ 
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and x^^'^-p^ e В^. From this and from the definition of /o it follows that the first 
inequality in (10) holds, too. (8a) is satisfied trivially. (8b) and the second inequality 
in (10) can be proved similarly. 
Secondly, let [aj] == t j . If jo Ф j , then (3.1.2b) implies [a/o, т/о] ф d/ and hence, 
by (7), i f 1 : [ajo] S Vo- Thus, t^^'""'^ e B, and t^''^' ^̂ >e £,. By this and by (l), (2), (5) 
and (6) we get that (8a) to (10) hold. 
Now we see that all the conditions of Definition 3.2 are satisfied: (3.2.1) follows 
from the definition of/o and/^. (3.2.2b) follows from (9) and (3.2.2c) from (10). 
4. ISOLABLE SETS 
In this section we shall prove two sufficient conditions for a strongly recognizable 
set to be isolable. 
At first we shall prove two lemmas which will be used in further part of this section 
and in Section 5. 
4.1. Lemma. Le^ s/ be an [fQ, f, f^-recognizable subset of d j ^ . / / g eg i f , Qg л 
л d / Ф Л, then g E df and either gl ф j ^ or f^g Ф 1 or f^g Ф Xgl or A^, Л2 G J3̂  
exist such that [Л^] -> [Л2]. 
Proof. Let g = [Л, t] e g ^ and Qg л df ^ Л. According to (3.1.3) this implies 
g e df. Now suppose that Л e J / , fog = 1, fig = h. Since Qg Ф Л, an [a, т] G iŜ ^ 
exists such that [af, l i ] G Qg for some i e da. Put x = n and let j be such that 
xj ufg< ^{j + 1). By (3.1.2b) we have [a/] ф у and, moreover, (3.1.2c) and 
(3.2.2c) imply: [a/, y] e df, /o[a;, y] = 1, f^[ccj, y] = Xxj = Xt, у = t, i = j . By 
Lemma 3.4 a Б G j / exists such that [аг] ^ [Б] -^ у and hence [Л] => a ^ [af] ^ 
= M ~^ '^^ "^ ^' Thus, [Л] -> [Б] and Lemma is proved. 
4.2. Lemma. Le^ j / be an {fQ, f, f^-recognizable subset of d^. Let V, R and Q 
be transformations defined on g^ in the following way: If 
(1) g = [Л, г] G df and there exists just one vg e se such that 
[A] -^ f^>fog-i) ^ [-̂ ĵ ^ ^(/1. + 1,яг) ^^^_^t, ivg-] -> ^(/0.,/!.)^ 
(la) Vg = Го,1^^ = ^/i '^«^-^> X [f(/o^./i^)] X 5 / / i ^ + i ^ 0 . 
(2) / / (1) does not hold, then 
(2a) Vg = t, Rg = d^t. 
Let Qg = [Л, Vglfor all g eg^. Then Q is a (Syreducing transformation, 
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Proof. Denote M the set of all grammatical elements g for which (l) holds. It is 
easy to see that 
(3) [Ä,q$Mifg = [Ä,qeaf,Äej^,fog = hf^g - h. 
Indeed, if [Л, t\eM and g = [Л, t] G d/, Ae se, f^g = 1, f^g = Àt, then, by (1), 
[Л] -» [Л] which contradicts the assumption ^ e^^. Now for the proof of Lemma 
we shall use Theorem 2.6. Let g = \_Ä, t] e g ^ . If [A] => t and \_A, f] ф d/, then 
obviously [A, q Ф M. If [A, t] E d/, then, by (3.1.1) and (3.2.1), A es/, f^g = 1, 
f^g == Xt and hence, by (3), again [A, t] ф M. Thus condition (2.6.3) holds. Now 
suppose that [A, t] e M, [a, т] e S^^A, r], x = гт, xi ^ fg < x{i + l). Then 
[a, T] e 5^[Л, r] and [oci] Ф t i . Indeed, if [a, т] = [[A], [tj\, ([a, т] e S[A, t] and 
[a/] = Tj), then from (3.1.1) and (3.2.1) (from (3.1.2b) and (3.2.2b)) it follows Aej^, 
/о[Л, t] = 1, fi[A, t] = Xt which contradicts (3). According to (3.2.2c) this implies 
xi S /o[^5 ^] й fi\_A r] < x{i + 1) — 1. Let us consider two cases: 
Case I. fo[A, r] = xi and / i[vl , t] = x(i + l) — 1. In this case (3.2.2c) implies 
/o[a/, xi] = 1, / i [ a i , тг] = Ят/. According to Lemma ЗА a. ß e j ^ exists such that 
[ai] 2 [ß ] -> TL By this and by unambiguity of vg we have ß = vg and (2.6.1) 
holds. 
Case II. Either xi < fo[A t] or f^[A, t'] < x{i + 1) - 1. In this case (3.2.2c) 
implies [a/, rf] e M and f^g = Л[а/, т{] + xi — 1 for s = 0, 1. Moreover, vg = 
= v[af, Tf] according to (1) and Lemma 3.4 and hence (2.6.2) holds. The transform­
ation Q is defined similarly as in Theorem 2.6 and therefore ^ is a (5)-reducing trans­
formation. 
The following two theorems give sufficient conditions for a strongly recognizable 
set to be isolable. 
4.3. Theorem. Let se be an (fo, f, fi)-recognizable subset of d^. Let 
(1) for each g e df, g = [Л, f], a unique vg E se exist such that 
Then se is an isolable set. 
Proof. If F, jR and g are transformations defined as in the preceding lemma, then Q 
is a (5)-reducing transformation and, according to (1), (3.2.1) and (3.2.3), 
(2) gg "¥ g i^ and only if g e N = {g;g edf and either д1ф se or f^g ф 1 or 
/ i ^ Ф Xgl]. 
Now let g eg i f , g^ e Qg and gg^ Ф g^. Then g^ e d/ and hence Qg A df ^ A. 
According to Lemma 3.1 this implies that either g e N or [Л^] -> [Л2] for some 
A^, A2 e se. In the former case gg Ф g according to (2) and the second case ш 
impossible according to (l). Hence (9.1.6), [2] holds and ^ is a reducing transforma­
tion. 
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Moreover, if g e g^, QI^QQ, Gile se then Qg /\ dl/ Ф Л and similarly as above 
we conclude that qg Ф g- By Theorem 2.2, j / is a ^-isolable set. This completes the 
proof. 
4.4. Theorem. Let J3/ be a strongly recognizable subset of dif. Let, for every 
^ 1 , A2 Es/, A^ Ф A2 imply t ( ^ , Л1) л t(o^, Л2) = Л. Then j ^ is an isolable set. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 4.3. 
5. WEAKLY ISOLABLE SETS 
In this section relations are studied between structural unambiguity of a given 
language =èf and structural unambiguity of a language ^Q, which is constructed from 
^ in such a way that in metatexts of i f all symbols from a set J3/ с d ^ are replaced 
by new terminal symbols. Especially, the case is investigated that in the construction 
of ^0, two symbols yli, A2 from s/ are replaced by the same terminal symbol if 
and only if t[^, A^) л t(^, A2) Ф {A}. If, in this last case ^ is s.u. if and only if 
so is c^o? then we shall say that j / is a weakly isolable set. We shall prove some suf­
ficient conditions for a set s/ to be weakly isolable. 
5.1. Definition. Let e^ be a language, Л Ф j / с d j ^ and ф be a transformation 
defined on a i f in the following manner: 
(1) (pa = a if a Ф s/ and (p a ф a i f if a e j / . 
Denote J^^ and . ^ ^ the languages defined as follows: 
d ^ ^ = d i f , J^^A = {фа; a e i f Л} , d ^ ^ = d i f u {<рЛ; Л G j / } 
where 
and 
(pt = Yl (pti for any t e orif 
i f ^Л = i f Л if Л e d i^ - j3f ; S^'^^A = {[cpA]} if yl e j / , 
^ ^ Л = U{=^^; ^ ß = A} if Л e {фВ; В e s/} . 
A set j / is said to be (^-reducible if either both languages ^% and ^ are s.u. or 
both are not s.u. If a set s^ is ç)-reducible for some cp satisfying 
(2) ^ 1 , A2 e j / , (pA^ = (pA2 if and only if t ( i f i , A^) л t ( ^ , ^2) Ф M} 
then we say that j ^ is weakly isolable. 
5.2. Remark. If a set s/ is isolable then it is ^-reducible for any one-to-one trans­
formation (p such that (5.LI) holds. (According to Def. 9.7, [2] and Theorem 9.1L 
M). 
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5.3. Theorem. / / 
(1) t(if, Aj) A t ( ^ , Л2). c: {Л} for no Al, Л2 G ^ such that срА^ = (рА2, 
and the language 5£ is s.u. then so is ^ ^ . 
Proof. Put c^o = ^Z- Fii*st we shall prove the following assertion: 
(2) И g = [Л, ^] e g^o, [a, т] e S^^g, then there exist ß, £, and и such that t = 
= фи, X = cp^ ^), [Л, w] e g ^ , [j5, (̂ ] e 5^[Л, w] and either a = [Л] = ß ov 
[Л] Ф a = фД, i5 e ^ Л . 
If [["^]' [ 0 ] ^ '^^o[^' 0 ' ^̂ ^̂ ^ a w e £^A exists such that t ='(pu and [2] holds with 
^ "̂  [^]> <̂  "̂  [^]- Thus, the assertion (2) holds if Qg = A. Now let g be such that 
(2) holds for all gi e Qg. By the above it is sufficient to suppose Qg ф A and [a, т] e 
G S^^g. If i G da and «^0* [^0 ~* '̂ '̂ ̂ ^^^ ^^ inductive assumption a r̂  exists such that 
^'- [^0 "^ ^i' ^^i ~ ^^' ^^^ these i we have ai ^ {cpA; A e s^] and hence choosing 
ß G .^Л in such a way that ф̂ 9 = a we have J^: [^^Ï] -> ti. Putting £,i = f̂  if [ai] Ф ri; 
<̂ i = ^ifor all other i G da and и = ]Г[<̂  we get Три = t,7pt, = т and [^, <̂ ] G 5^[^ , w]. 
Application of Theorem 2.5 yields that (2) holds for all g e gif. 
Now suppose that there is an [A, t~\ e g ^ o with two different structures [a^, т J in 
ifo- By (2) there are ßi, ^^ and u^ such that t = cpu^, т̂  = ф(̂ ,̂ \^ßi, (̂ J G S ' ^ [ ^ , W J 
and either â  = [A\ = ßi or [Л] Ф â - = ^j^^, ^^ G £^A. Obviously ßi = [Л] is not 
true for both i. Since [a^, T J Ф [a2, T2], we conclude from (2) that either ß^ ф ß2 
or 1(̂ 1 Ф ï<̂ 2- Thus, [У4, M J G g^J^ if Ml = M2. Now suppose that u^ ф ^2- For each j 
such that и J Ф U2J we have м̂  j G JS/, (pwi j = Ф^27 ^^^ we may choose a non-empty 
text tj such that ^luj -^ tj. Put Cj = tj for such j and Cj = [w j ] otherwise; м = J^C-
Clearly £̂ ® С is an /^^decomposition of и in ^ and [Л, w] G gif. If /?̂  ф [Л], then 
[ßi, ii® (]G S^IA, U}; otherwise [w ,̂ Q e S^lA, w]. If ßi Ф [Л] for both i = 1, 2, 
then [i^i, ^1 (X) С] Ф [i^2, ^2 ® C]. If i^i = M , î 2 Ф [^] and [Л, M] G g , ^ , then 
[MI, C] = [ĵ 2> ^2 ® C]- This implies t = cpu^ = ^̂ ^2 = ^ъ and since Д2 Ф [^]? 
=^0* [^] =^ «2 -^ Ï = a2. But this is impossible as £^Q is an non-cyclic language. 
(The last assertion is a consequence of the fact that ^Q'. \B\ -> tets^ implies =2̂ : \ß\-^ 
-> t) Similarly, the case ß^ Ф [Л], ^2 = \A\ î  impossible. Hence [Л, w] G g^c^ and 
Theorem is proved. 
5.4. Theorem. / / the set {(pA; A e s^] is isolable in if^ and 
(1) çoc^ Ф ^a2 if Ae éS£, a^, a2 G 5£A, a^ Ф a2, 
then i f is s.M. i/so is if^. 
'̂ ) If T is a decomposition then щ is defined as follows: d^r = dr, (ç'r) / = ÇPT/ for each 
/ G d^T. 
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Proof. Put Se^ = sell, ^0 = «^^, N = {(pA\Aesé]. Let Q be the reducing 
transformation for ^^ which guarantees the isolability of iV, i.e., by Theorem 2.2, 
^^ Ф 0̂  if ^ e g ^ i j Qi e Qg, g^l e N. Note that <^: t^ -^ ?2 implies J^^: t^ -^ t2 
and if: [Л] =^ a implies c^^: [Л] => a if Л ^ j / ; if Л G j / , then J5f: [Л] => a implies 
j^fj: [(рЛ]=>а. 
Let g G gif have two different structures [a^, т^] and [a2, T2] in if. Put 
- ^/g = [Л, t] if Аф^ 
^ \ [cpA, q if Aej^ 
and 
_ AcpA] if â  - [Л], AE^ 
^ \ a ^ otherwise. 
Then Ißi, T J are two different structures of ^ in i f j . They are diffferent because 
evidently a^ = a2 only if a^ = a2. 
Now suppose that g is ^-invariant. By Theorem 4.3, [4] (or Lemmas 9.9 and 9.10, 
[2]), we get, for every /, that either äi = \^(pÄ] or ^ 2 - [ô  j ] = ^U for each j G da^ and 
if 2 = i f 1 _ . The language ^2 is thus defined on d^; the only text derivable 
in i f 2 from an Л G j / is [ф^4]. Hence and by definition of i f 0 we get 
(2) if2: [Л] -> t2 implies ifoi [(pA] ^ (pt2- ^) 
Thus, if â  Ф [ ^ ^ ] ' Леп 
(3) i f о: [(pccij] = (prj for all j G da^. 
Put go = [У4, ^ f ] . Fix an i. If ä̂  = [Л], then â  = [Л], t G i f Л, фГ G i f QA and ^0 
has in ifo the structure [ [ ^ ] , [ф^]* ^^ °̂ t "̂  [ ^ ] ' ^^^^ ^i = ^t^ ^A and, by (3), 
[cpcii, ^Tj] G S^^é'o 3.nd фа^ ф [Л]. Of course we have not ä̂  = [Л] for both i and 
either gQ e gaifo or a^, a2 G i f Л, çcni = фа2, C^TI = 7px2- If'^1 + 2̂? then Tpx^ ф фТ2 
and 0̂0 ̂  ga'=^o- If '̂ 1 = '̂ 2? Леп ai Ф a2 and hence, by (l), фа^ Ф (poL2. Thus 0̂ 0 ^ 
^ga^^o iî  1̂1 cases. 
However it remains the case in which g is not ^-invariant. Since g e gaif 1, we have, 
by (9.1.3), [2] and by Lemma 9.3, [2], t ф ^^Ä and therefore i f 1: [Л] => äi = a^. 
Let к be the smallest integer such that g^g is a ^-invariant grammatical element. 
Such к exists by (9.1.5), [2] and by Lemma 9.3, [2]. Similarly as in the proof of 
Lemma 9-3, [2] we can deduce, for i = 1, 2, ..., /c — 1, that g^g has, in ^^^ two 
different structures 
(4) [a„ $1], [«2, ^i] 
^) We put 4)A = Aif AeN. 
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and the grammatical element q^g has two different structures either with form (4) 
or one of the following forms: 
(6) [ И , Шд) 2]], [a„ ег1 «1 = {Q'9) 2-
Moreover {Q^g). 1 = A. Similarly as in the case that g is ^-invariant we conclude 
that [Л, (p{d'g) 2] G ga.^0- This completes the proof of the Theorem . 
5.5. Corollary. / / the set {(pA;Aej^} is isolable in j ^ ^ and conditions (5.3.1) 
and (5.4.1) are satisfied, then se is a (p-reducible set. 
5.6. Theorem. Let se he an (fo, f, fi)-recognizable subset ofd^. Let cpbe a trans­
formation satisfying (5.1.1). Let (5.4.1) and the following three conditions hold: 
(1) [^i] -> [^2] for no ^ 1 , Л2 G j / , 
(2) If g^ = [A, ^i], g2 = [A, Г2], g^ e d/, cpt^ = (pt2, thenfg^ = fg2 and f^g^ = 
= fs92fors = 0,1. 
(3) / / ^ 1 , A2 e se, then cpA^ = cpA2 if and only if t ( ^ , A^ л t ( ^ , A2). ф {A}. 
Then s/ is a weakly isolable set. 
Proof. Put ^0 = câf̂ . For g = [A, t] e d/ denote vg the set {g^; there exists 
a. В e s^ such that 
M = ЬЛ] = t^'^^''~'^ X [в] X r /̂î +1'̂ 0 _ ^^2 -^ r, [ß] -> ̂ (̂ °̂ '̂ ^̂ >. 
By Lemma 3.4 we have v̂ r Ф Л if ^ e d/. Moreover it is obvious that vg c= g ^ if 
g edf and either Аф s/ or fog + 1 or f^g Ф It. 
Let us state two assumptions: 
(4) g = [У4, tj e gJ^ and either g фàf or: Л e ^з/, /ô f =̂  1, fig = ^t. 
(5) g^ = [A, r j , 0̂2 = [Л ^2], 0̂1 Ф 92, 'cpti = ф 2̂. 
Now we shall prove the following assertion: 
(6) If (4) holds, then g = \A, (pt'\ e g<=̂ o? moreover, if [a, т] G 5̂ 6̂ , then [a, т] = 
= [[Л], [г]] implies [ [^] , [ф^]] e Ŝ ^̂ ^ and [a, т] G S^Ô^ implies [фа, ^т] G 
e S^^g. 
Proof of the assertion (6). Let (4) hold and let g be such that (6) holds for all g^ e Qg. 
Directly from the definition of ^Q it follows that (6) holds if [a, т] = [[^]? [^]]. Now 
let [a, T] G S^g. If J5f : [аг] --> TÏ and i G da, then, by (l) and Lemma 4.1, we have 
[af, тг] ^ d/. Hence and by inductive assumption [аг, фтг] G g^O' Since ai ф j / , 
we have (pai — ai and hence [cpaf, ^тг] G gif о? too. Moreover [̂ 4, ^a] Gg^^ and 
hence [Л, ф ]̂ Gg^̂ o? ["̂ 5̂ ф̂ :] G S^J^A, ^t]. According to Theorem 2.5 this com­
pletes the proof of (6). 
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As the next step we shall prove the assertion: 
(7) If (5) holds, if g^ e df and either A^s^ ovfoQi Ф 1 or f^g^ Ф At^, thenjthere 
exist g^ = [B, t^] and 6(4 = [B, ̂ 4] such that g2, g^eg^e, g2, Ф 6̂ 4. ^^3 = 
= (pU^ W3 < Wi and ^ 4 < fig2' 
Proof of the assertion (7). If the assumptions of this assertion are satisfied, then, 
by (2), g2 E d/ and either Аф^^ or fog2 Ф 1 or /10^2 Ф ̂ h- Thus vg^ and vg2 are 
non-empty subsets of g j ^ and therefore ^^ and g2 exist such that ^1 e v^j, ^2 ̂  0̂̂ 2 
and 
^1 = [A,r/^'^°^^-i^ x [ C j X tY^^^'-''''^ g2 = [A, 4 ' '^°" '" '^ X [C2] X f̂/̂^̂  + i'^^^)], 
where Cj, C2 e j / , [ C j -^ ŵ  = fifogufieu^ Obviously ^w^ = ^1/2- If WiJ Ф W2J 
for some j edu^, then w j e j ^ , cpuj = <̂ W2J- According to (З), a fj exists such that 
A Ф tj and =^: [w j ] -> tj. Let us define the decomposition ^ as follows: (̂ j = tj if 
^ i j Ф W2J; <̂ i = [wj] otherwise. Put и = П^. Obviously ^: Ui ^u and we have 
(pCi = (pC2 according to (3). Hence the assertion (7) is satisfied with g^, = g^ and 
^4 = 92 if Ö1 Ф 02 and with g^ = [C^, w j and g^ = [C2, W2] if 9i = 0̂ 2- This 
completes the proof of (7). 
Now we shall prove that g^^ Ф A implies ga^o Ф ̂ - Suppose that g^if Ф A. 
Then the smallest integer n exists such that one of the following conditions holds: 
(8) There exists SL g = \_A, t] e g^S^ such that jig < n. 
(9) There exist 0̂ 1, 0̂2 ̂  g=^ such that (5) holds and max {i^igi, //6^2} = ^• 
First suppose that (8) holds. Then (4) holds, too. Indeed, suppose that (4) does not 
hold. Then A ф vg cz g^ and the set vg contains either exactly one element, for 
example g^, or at least two elements, for example g^ and g2- In the first case iigi < jag 
and, moreover, by Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 9.3, [2], g^ e g^S^ which contradicts the 
choice of n. In the second case max {iigi, ^^^2} < ^^ 9i and g2 satisfy condition (5) 
and we have again a contradiction with the choice of n. Hence (4) holds and we have 
ga^fo Ф ̂  according to (6) and (5.4.1). 
Secondly suppose that (9) holds. Since n is the smallest integer such that (9) holds, 
we get, by (7), that either g^ ф d / or Л G j / , fogx = 1, /i^f 1 = ^t^. In the former case 
g2 Ф d /and in the latter one A e se, fog2 = ^,fi92 = ^^2- If we denote g = [Л, Ф^х], 
then (6) implies g eg^o- Now we shall prove that g eg^c^o- According to (5.4.1) 
we have that either ^: [A] ф> t^ or if: [A] Ф> 2̂- If either ^ : [A] => t^ and J^: [Л]ф> 
ф> 2̂ or ^'- [^] Ф> 1̂ and c^: [Л] => 2̂̂  then g e g^if 0 according to (6). Now suppose 
that [a^, Ti] e iSĵ ö̂̂ i and [a2, T2] ^ 'S^ö'2- Then [^a^, фт^] e S^^Ô^O and \Jp0i2, (рт2^ e 
e Ŝ̂ oö'o according to (6). If either a^ Ф a2 or т̂̂  Ф IT2 then [^a^, ^ T J Ф [^a2, фТз] 
according to (5.4.1) and we have go eg^^o- If ^̂ i = ^2 and LT^ = 1X2, then an ÎQ e 
€ da^ exists such that TII'O Ф T2ÎO? ^^^IÏ'O ^^'^2^0- According to (l) we have 
o^: [а^г'о] -^ '̂ î̂ 'o and if: [062̂ *0] -^ '̂ 2̂ 0- Obviously max {/i[aiio,Tiio]? А*[о̂ 2̂ о?'̂ 2̂ о]} < 
< n which contradicts the choice of n, Thus, the case a^ = a2, ст^ = гт2 is impossible. 
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This finishes the proof of the assertion: g^if Ф Л implies ĝ Ĵ ô + ^- From Theorem 
5.3 we conclude that g^^o + ^ implies g^^ Ф A. This completes the proof of the 
Theorem. 
The following Lemma, very often used in the paper [5], gives sufficient conditions 
for a set j ^ to be strongly recognizable (weakly isolable) in such a case that, roughly 
speaking, the beginnings of all texts from t ( j^ , A), Ae s:/ are characterized by special 
terminal symbols. 
5.7. Lemma. Let A ^ se <=. éS£, A ф 5£A for Aes^, Q = {al, a e £^A, Aes^} a 
с a^^. Let 
(1) A e djèf, [A\ => a, où = q e Q implies Ae s^, i = 1. 
For each qeQ let ^^ = {a; [A] => a, ocl = q}, j / ^ = {A; [A'}=^ae J ' J , ^^ = 
If for each qeQ there holds at least one of the conditions: 
(2) symb {M^ '̂̂ """̂ ;̂ ^^: a ^ w, a G J^J л symb^ {u; ^^\ a ^ w, a e J'J = Л, 
(3) symb {M^ '̂̂ ">; i f j : a ^ W, a G J ? J Л rdel j / ^ = A 
then se is a strongly recognizable set. 
If for each qeQ either conditions (2), (4) and (6) or conditions (3), (5) and (6) 
hold, where 
(4) symbg {u; j ^ ^ : a ^ w, a G J*^} С SL^^ ; 
(5) if ^1 , A2 G ̂ , t ( ^ , ^i) л t(if, Л2) Ф Л, Л1 G rdel j / ^ , /̂ze?x 
^2 ^ symb {w^ '̂̂ "̂ ; ^ 1 : a ^ w, a G J ' J ; 
(6) z/ Б G d j^ , a^, (X2 G J^ß, ai ф а2, >̂oci = Яа2 /̂геи an i e da^ exists such that 
a^i Ф a2Î and either {(xj, CC2I} Ф -^ or t ( j ^ , а^г) л t(if, «20 = ^? 
f/ien s^ is a weakly isolable set. 
Proof. L e t / b e the function defined as follows: 
(7) d/ = {[A, tyje 6t, ti e Q}, f[A, t] = max {f, ti e Q}. 
We shall show that s^ is/-recognizable. (3.1.1) follows from (l). Now suppose that 
(3.1.2a) holds. If [aj] = т/, then (l) implies j = 1 - / [ Л , a] and (3.1.2b) holds. 
If [aj] Ф T/, then (3.1.2c) follows directly from the definition o f / If ßfi e Qg, g e g^ 
and 6̂ 1 G d / then an / G dt exists such that ti e Q; therefore g edf and (3.1.3) holds, 
too. Thus, s^ is an/-recognizable set. In order to prove that «я/ is a strongly recogniz­
able set we shall use Lemma 3.5. (3.5.2) holds trivially as B^ = {[^]} for each g eQ 
Now suppose that there are q, щ U2 and t such that 
(8) Ui, W2 e Eq, U2 = Wi X t, t + A, tl e rdel j / . 
Then U2{^u^) e symb, {u; i f j : a ^ w, a e J^J and W2 i^^i^ + l) e rdel j / ^ . But this 
is not possible since U2{^u^) ф symb,{w; i f î a ^ w, a e J*J if (2) holds for our q 
and U2(^u^ + 1) Ф rdel J / ^ if (З) holds. Thus, (3.5.1) is satisfied and, by Lemma 3.5, 
s^ is an (/o,/,/i)-recognizable set if the functions/0 and/^ are defined in such a way 
as in the proof of Lemma 3.5, i.e., by (3.5.5) and (3.5.6), /0 = / and 
(9) fi9 = min {i, i ^ fg and either / = Xgl or {gl) i e symb^ {w; i f f. a Z w, 
a G ^ J } 
if (2) holds for (éf 2 ) / ^ and 
(10) fiQ = min {г; / ^ /̂ f and either i = Я̂ ^̂  or (̂ [2) (z + l) e rdel j / ^ } 
if (3) holds for (^2)/^. 
In proving the second assertion of Lemma we shall use Theorem 5.6. By the pre­
ceding it is obvious that s^ is an (/0,/,/1)-recognizable subset of d i f where the 
functions /0, / and /^ are defined as in the proof of first assertion of Lemma. Let (p 
be any transformation satisfying (5.LI) and (5.L2). Then (5.4.1) follows from (6). 
Since al e a^if for each Ae se, осе i f .4 we have [Л^] -и> [^2] if A^, A2E j ^ and 
(5.6.1) holds. (5.6.3) follows from the choice of (p. Now we shall prove that the 
condition (5.6.2) is also satisfied. Let g^ = [Л, t^], g2 = [^, ^2], (pt^ = ^^2- From 
the definition o f / i t is easy to see that/^f 1 = fg2^^ gi^^f- Since/0 = / we have also 
f^g^ = f^g^. If for q = {gi2)fgi conditions (2) and (4) [(З) and (5)] hold, then 
figi = fig2 according to (9) ((lO)). This completes the proof of the second assertion 
of lemma. 
Similarly we can prove the lemma which gives sufficient conditions for a set j / 
to be strongly recognizable (weakly isolable) in such a case that the ends of all texts 
from t(if, A), Ae s^ are characterized by special terminal symbols. 
6. PARANTHESIZED SETS 
6.1 Definition. A set ^Й/ c: d i f is said to be paranthesized if there are two sets JR 
and L cz 2Lf^ such that A e dif, [Л] => a, ai e L(e R) if and only if Ae j ^ , i = 1 
( = Aa). 
6.2 Theorem. Let j ^ be a paranthesized subset of d i f and let condition (5.7.6) 
be satisfied. Then se is weakly isolable. 
Proof. It is easy to see that conditions (5.7.1), (5.7.2) and (5.7.4) are satisfied for 
each qe Q = R, 
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t : The author wishes to acknowledge VACLAV FABIAN, who 
made many suggestions which improved the presentation. 
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Резюме 
ИЗОЛИРУЕМЫЕ И СЛАБО ИЗОЛИРУЕМЫЕ МНОЖЕСТВА 
ЙОСЕФ ГРУ СКА, (Jozef Gruska), Братислава 
В работе изучаются формальные языка, определенные в работе [2] В. Фабиана, 
которые являются обобщением Хомского грамматик типа 2. Выводится ряд 
достаточных условий для того чтобы данный язык ^ был структурно одно­
значен тогда и только тогда если структурно однозначен другой язык ^о? ^^^ 
торый получается из ^ таким образом, что во всех метатекстах языка ^ (в тех 
текстах, которыми можно непосредственно заменить нетерминальный символ) 
все символы из некоторого множествам/ нетерминальных символов заменяются 
новыми терминальными символами. 
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